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We are
grateful for
anything we’re
given ..

For the past two years we’ve
opened our report with stories of
those we have helped. Of
course, without the generous
financial support from those who
continue to keep the pennies
and pounds rolling in, month
after month, year after year, we
wouldn’t be able to assist any
one of them. So, it is only right
and proper to give these
opening words to some of those
who have made our work
possible throughout this financial
year. Amongst the companies,
RS Components presented
£1,000 tofor
ourall
work
the day
Caring
the– Family
was notable as things began a
little daunting here as, just as we
arrived for the presentation, the

fire alarm sounded and the
whole office block had to be
evacuated for an hour or more.
Finally, staff members were
allowed back in – thankfully an
alarm fault rather than a fire –
and the presentation was made.
Whilst the majority of our income
is generated through grants,
trusts and company/individual
donations, our patients and their
family and friends also go to
tremendous lengths to support
us with various fund-raising
events they hold. Running,
climbing and even jumping out
of very serviceable aeroplanes
are just some of the physical
challenges some people go to

just to raise funds for NARA.
One of the biggest events put on
by family and friends was the
Little Stars Fundraising Ball, an
event held to thank three
organisations that came to the
assistance of a tiny baby
struggling
to
survive
Constance. Her grandmother,
a friend of NARA, already knew
the work the charity was
involved with, but didn’t ever
dream she would have to call on
us herself for assistance.
However, that day came soon
after her granddaughter was
born and a respiration monitor
together with advice and support
was given. Thankfully, pooled
resources and baby’s stubborn
determination at such an early
age had seen her fight for life.
Following this success, the
‘thanks’ to those involved and a
celebration of the now toddler’s
life to date was the driving forces
behind the fund-raising event.
The ball, dinner and auction
raised almost £55,000 with
NARA’s share amounting to just
over £15,000 – a truly significant
amount toward our final figure
and a real heart-warming story
all-round to begin this report.
Whilst talking of fund-raising
events, although we cannot
mention all we can recall a few
more. Firstly, on a cold, wet
winter morning Keith took to the
Silverstone motor racing circuit,
not in a car, but on foot to join
hundreds of others in the halfmarathon run, not only did he set
a personal best time for the run,

but raised a good portion of the
money to provide a Pulse-Guard
monitor for a poorly baby in
Northern Ireland (see separate
story).
Another event saw members of
DFA Law in Northampton climb
the three peaks in Yorkshire, a
valiant, brave and victorious
attempt to beat the 12hour time
limit. A spokesman for the team
said, ‘Team DFA Charity
Walkers’ duly completed the
Yorkshire
Three
Peaks
Challenge, with a ‘team time’ of
11 hours 54 minutes, sneaking
in just under the 12 hour ‘limit’!
Assisted by guides Adam and
Mark the team made good time
and even managed a somewhat
extended stop at Ribblehead
Viaduct, to enjoy the glorious
September afternoon sunshine
before setting off to ‘claim’ the
last
peak,
Whernside.
Ingelborough was climbed by
just before 8.00am and the
summit of Pen-y-Ghent was
reached at just at 11.45 – a
thoroughly enjoyable day and,
at the last count, well over £1000
raised for NARA’.

..a thoroughly
enjoyable day
and, at the last
count, well
over £1000
raised for
NARA’.
The NARA team were able to
continue with a programme of
talks to community groups and
associations throughout the year
and we appreciate both the
opportunity and the gifts
received from such visits.
Pictured are members of the
Coventry Three Spires Round
Table who kindly gave £500 to
help those in their community.
The Northampton branch of
supermarket giant Waitrose also
made us subject of their
community giving – thanks to
long-term supporter of NARA,
Liz Crow, who nominated us as
a worthy cause. Plastic tokens
given to customers are allocated
to three different causes each
month.
The percentage of
support dictates the share of the
£1,000 monthly donation – our
percentage amounted to just
under £300.
Lastly in this
section, birthday milestones are
generally an opportunity for
family and friends to throw
parties and give special
presents to the person reaching

a certain age. When Shirley
reached her 80th birthday she
asked members of her family not
to buy her expensive presents,
or hold an extravagant party,
she simply wanted the presents
for her 80th birthday to be turned
into a donation for NARA and
instead of a party she held a
raffle for our charity.
She
managed to raise almost £500 –
a most generous gesture and
heartfelt thanks from all of us.

Overall Funding

At the other end of the age
scale, baby Henry, had a very
difficult first year. Together with
support from the hospital and
NARA he pulled through. To
mark his first birthday, his
grateful parents asked friends
and family to make donations to
both bodies who had given them
the assistance they required
during those traumatic months.

Compared to the previous year
we are slightly down on our
year-end total, but given the
prevailing economic climate we
are sincerely thankful for each
and every one of those who
contributed to the final tally.
With so much publicity for major
charities grabbing headlines and
embarking
on
national
advertising campaigns small
charities are bound to suffer as
donors only have so much in
their pockets to spare and many
also suffer charity fatigue.
Grants and Trusts are also hit by
low interest rates and an
unpredictable stock exchange.
So, we look at forces completely
beyond our control for the small
downturn this time around and
will work just as hard to try and
maintain our current level, or do
just a tiny bit better. We are
grateful for anything we’re given
and we’re not about to
pressurise anyone to give more.
A very positive tool, not only for
delivering information, but also
as a handy and very useful
fund-raising instrument is our
website, which this year we have
been able to completely update.
The work on this has been
significant in that it is less
cumbersome and more user
friendly to visitors. Together with
social media platforms it is an

This year
we’ve been
able to
completely
update our
website ….
not only for
the delivery of
information,
but also for
fundraising
too.
ultimate resource for us to
deliver
and
disseminate
information to our many patients,
supporters and friends, be it
medical awareness, work we are
involved in, fundraising events,
or simply saying ‘thank you’. A
noteworthy part of the rise in our
fund-raising costs can be
attributed to the overall cost of
the work to the website; with a
good amount of funding coming
from this resource we allocated
monies from our fund-raising
budget.

A New Office
Our new financial year,
beginning 1st May 2016, saw us
take an additional small office
within the complex at our
Moulton Park Business Centre
HQ, where we have been for 20
years. The complex is ideally
suited to our needs as the
renting terms and conditions are
very flexible, so we can take on
or withdraw at our convenience
and as funds allow. The new
office is purely to welcome
visitors without the need to upset
the day-to-day running of the
charity – it’s a completely selfcontained unit. The year has
seen this to be a great asset and
of considerable value at little
extra cost.
Messages from a few of our
patients
Whilst, in the main, we provide
medical
equipment,
i.e.
respiration
monitors
and
nebulisers, from time to time we
are asked if we can help with
other pieces of equipment useful
in maintaining a patients ability
to breathe. One such piece of
equipment was a special tricycle

identified to help a young boy,
Jonah, who we’ve supported
almost since the day he was
born.
With many complex
conditions, including chairimalformation to cope with, Jonah
has a remarkable back-story, but
his progress and abilities have
baffled many including his
parents,
many
healthcare
professionals and us at NARA
too.
His mother was kind
enough to write and thank us for
our help:-

a sense of pride and satisfaction
that NARA is doing a great job
within communities.

Thanks to monies raised from a
half-marathon run, mentioned
earlier in this report, one of the
new
pieces
of
medical
equipment we use, the PulseGuard monitor, was provided for
a little girl we call ‘Amazing
Aryana’ to work in conjunction
with her respiration monitor. To
give an idea of this little girl’s
condition please take a look at
‘A massive thank you to NARA her Mum’s story:for getting this for Jonah. Today,
Jonah rode in the park, to most Aryana was born at 33 weeks
people this wouldn’t be such a gestation due to pprom. At birth
big thing, but until now we have she needed cpap and was in the
never been able to get Jonah a NICU for almost 2 weeks. Due
bike, or scooter he could to severe reflux, metabolic
independently ride due to his issues and low tone, Aryana has
mobility issues. He had the suffered from frequent apnoea
opportunity to try this racer out episodes. On discharge from the
in February and it was great for NICU we were told she would
him. So we really wanted to be need a monitor but that they
able to get him one of his own. wouldn’t supply it, so we bought
NARA said they would like to a monitor that clipped onto her
help and now we have one nappy. This worked for a while
happy boy! Thank you so much.’ until she started to roll onto her
tummy and it hurt her. A local
Assisting to give those a better hospital mentioned about a
quality of life, given their respiration monitor (apnoea
conditions, is a fundamental part alarm), but didn’t know where we
of what we do and a gives us all could source one. After some

…. we have
never been
able to get
Jonah a bike,
or scooter he
could
independently
ride due to his
mobility
issues.

‘Googling’ I found NARA – The
Breathing Charity who literally
have been a life-saver. The
alarm has alerted us on multiple
occasions to scary situations. It
has also allowed us to function
as a family and go on holidays,
which we were afraid to do
previously. We have also been
able to leave Aryana overnight
with her grandparents as the
monitor gives us all peace of
mind. Aryana is now turning two
and is still using the monitor,
due to her small size it still gives
us accurate readings and has
actually gone off at the same
time as the hospital monitors,
just to prove how effective it is!
I dread to think what would have
happened without the wonderful
work of NARA. We have been
so blessed to have their
unwavering support and advice.
Aryana is a happy go lucky little
lady. She is our Amazing
Aryana!

…. the
Pulse-Guard
monitor, was
provided for a
little girl we
call ‘Amazing
Aryana’

Whilst many see some of our
younger patients out and about
with various tubes connected, or
monitors bleeping, once they
reach adult-hood there is a
significant change in their
perception by others. For a
good number of years we have
worked with Holly (mentioned in
previous report), trying to give
and on many times achieving
great success for her to live as
‘normal’ a life as possible given
her conditions. Indeed, a few
years ago she was able to take
on a job and even go on holiday.
Unfortunately, of late, Holly has
had various spikes that have
halted her progress and has left
her hospitalised, due to
Gastroparesis
on
many
occasions.
Following her
discharge from hospital and
having to be fitted with a feeding
tube, the world saw her very
differently than before. Her
exceptional heart rendering
words follow:‘My illness used to be invisible.
Recently it became visible to
everyone. I was judged by
people who didn't know me- for
not keeping up. For using my

blue badge. For having time off
sick frequently. They said this
was because I didn't look sick.
But now, my illness is visible to
every person that looks at me.
And I cannot leave my house
without a single stare or
comment from people who I
have never met. Yet again I am
judged- this time for my illness
being visible. People look at me
as though I am contagious. They
look at me strange for trying to
buy food or drink. In reality I am
no different to anyone else. I do
not let my illness define me- so
neither should you. It's time to
break the stigma.’
There are many in this world that
have significant disability, some
obvious, some not. Whatever,
their condition, or plight it is a
cross they have to bear each
and every day of their lives. We
have no right to judge, or pass
comment we are all valued
members of society – there is an
apt anonymous quote at this
point ‘Before you start to judge
me, step into my shoes and walk
the life I’m living and if you get
as far as I am, maybe you’ll see
just how strong I am.’

Community Care

CC visit Yorkshire

Our community care programme
takes us all over the UK,
meeting patients, delivering
equipment or spares, liaising
with Health Centres, Surgeries
and Hospitals, thanking those
that support us and talking to
groups who take interest in our
work is all part of what we do.
Two typical visits were, firstly, to
Yorkshire, where we met
Stanley and his parents.
In the last report you may have
read that NARA was able to help
Stanley by providing him with a
portable Oxygen Concentrator,
which was necessary for him to
be able to go on holiday. On this
occasion we discussed the
possibility of providing him with
a Pulse-Guard monitor to alert
his worried parents when he had
seizures and apnoeic episodes.
Once relevant consents were
gained
from
Stanley’s
healthcare professionals a
Pulse-Guard was provided and
the equipment continues to be a
positive support.
We next visited Madge, an
elderly lady living alone who
suffers asthma and other
respiratory conditions. She has
been a NARA patient for some
years and needed a new
nebuliser compressor, which we
were happy to provide. Despite
her difficulties, the provision of
the nebuliser has helped her live
a relatively ‘normal’ life given her
health issues. She is able to do
the mundane things we all take
for granted, like shopping, going
to the library, visiting friends and
generally getting on with life
rather than being cooped up at
home with just the four walls as
company.
Part
of
our
programme’
is

‘proactive
to
have

Stanley

Madge

Nebs for Northfields Surgery 1

Nebs for Northfields Surgery 2

and Anston Medical Centre

nebulisers in the community for
‘instant help’.
This very
successful project has seen us
provide many pieces of
equipment to Doctor’s Surgeries
across the UK allowing a patient
to have equipment on the day
the Doctor deems it necessary.
The Doctor then notifies NARA
HQ that a patient is in need of a
nebuliser, which can be
provided usually within a few
days.
Once this more
permanent
equipment
is
provided then the Doctor’s
nebuliser can be returned to the
Surgery ready for the next
patient. During our visit we
delivered equipment into two
such Surgeries, the Northfields
Surgery, Doncaster and the
Anston Medical Centre.
Our second Community Care
visit was to the Portsmouth and
Southampton area of Hampshire
where, once again, we did much
the same as the above.
However, the emphasis on this
area is more with much younger
members of the community –
tiny babies, who for whatever
reason stop breathing. Over the
years we have built up a great
rapport with the special care
baby units in the University
Hospital, Southampton and the
Queen Alexandra Hospital,
Portsmouth and have provided
many, many respiration monitors
to some of their most poorly
babies. The purpose of this visit
was to generally ‘catch up’ with
patients listening to any
concerns or worries they may
have and to recover respiration
monitors that are no longer
needed as baby’s health and
well-being is much stronger and
those apnoea episodes have
ceased and are no longer
causing concern.
This year also saw us provide
two sets of quads with

respiration monitors. It’s quite
amazing that over the charity’s
long history we had never dealt
with quads – then, like buses,
two sets come along almost one
after the other. The monitors
were required as, with many
multiple births, there are
concerns for the health of these
tiny babies. Much care and
support is available in hospital
with staff and all sorts of medical
equipment is instantly ‘on hand’
should something go wrong.
Once at home, there’s just Mum
and Dad – home can be a very
lonely and solitary place should
things go awry, be it day or night.
The provision of respiration
monitors can be a great comfort
and security to worried and
anxious parents, knowing they
will be alerted should baby stop
breathing.

… home can
be a very
lonely and
solitary place
should things
go awry, be it
day or night.
During this year too we helped
one of the tiniest babies ever
born and to survive. At just 1lb
6oz, baby Francesca was
delivered just two days after the
prescribed term for an abortion.
She was so very tiny and her
lungs so very fragile. NARA
provided a respiration monitor at
the request of the hospital. She
was diagnosed with a condition
called Patent Ductus Arteriosus
(PDA). This is a fairly common
congenital heart defect that
occurs when a temporary blood
vessel, called the ductus

CC visit Hampshire

Reign - Northend

arteriosus, doesn’t close soon
after birth. Symptoms may be
minimal or severe. In rare cases,
the defect can go undetected
and can exist in adulthood.
Correction of the defect is
usually successful and restores
the heart to its normal function.
At just 17weeks after birth,
Francesca was discharged from
hospital and sent home, albeit
on oxygen and with a respiration
monitor to check her breathing.
We will update her progress in
next year’s report.

Linda - Portsmouth

Phoebe - Fareham

Hope - Portsmouth

QAH - Portsmouth

She was so
very tiny and
her lungs so
very fragile.
NARA
provided a
respiration
monitor at the
request of the
hospital.

Quads in Essex

Cheshire, Hampshire and Essex
areas. We are also making plans
for future visits to those in the
North East of England and
Scotland in May and another to
the West Country at the end of
June.
Medical Equipment
Obsolescence

2017 – The First Quarter
To give an idea of some of the
equipment loaned out in the first
quarter of 2017, we have
respiration monitors given out to
patients
in
Merseyside,
Southwark, twins in Swindon
and quads in Essex. Nebulisers
have been sent to patients in
Bradford, Shipley, Wakefield,
Warrington,
Northwich,
Nottingham,
Leicester,
Warwickshire, Kings Lynn,
Bedford, Buckingham, Oxford,
Bristol, Southampton, and
Exeter.
Other
equipment,

Twins in Swindon

Over recent years we have
noticed a decline in the ability to
get medical equipment repaired,
checked and serviced, as has
been the norm over a number of
years. Companies that used to
specialise
in
overhauling
including our new specialist nebulisers are no longer in
Pulse Guard monitor one of existence as the manufacturers
which is on the way to Northern are drifting toward more
Ireland, plus many regular
spares packs have been sent to
patients in all corners of the
country and more specialised
spares (sets, syringes and year
packs for the Pari E-flow) have
gone to a number of patients in
the Yorkshire and Essex areas.

manufacturers
are drifting
toward more
‘disposable’
models

Patient visits have seen our
Community Care teams visit
patients
in
Bedfordshire,
Hertfordshire,
Wiltshire, ‘disposable’ models rather than
Oxfordshire, Cambridgeshire, making equipment that would
last, say five or ten years. The
current tendency is to build in
certain obsolescence where
machines have a limited lifespan
of around 3years – dependant
upon use.
As regular
purchasers, we are now
encouraged to dispense with the
older equipment and purchase
new. Apparently, it is no longer
cost effective to refurbish old
equipment. We have no choice,
but to fall into line with this trend,
so this year – for the first time,
we have simply disposed of
equipment that has achieved a
life of three years, or has fallen
into a state of dis-repair –
whatever the cause. However,
these
newer
models
of

compressor are no cheaper than
predecessors, but then some
are
no
dearer.
The
consequences of this practice
will mean that our immediate
funding will be targeted as much
toward
maintaining
new
equipment for current patients
as well as looking to help future
patients.
Farewell
This year we have been
saddened by the loss of two
dear and valued friends of the
charity.
with the proceeds coming to
NARA. Although her illness
meant she had to step down
from her post as a Trustee, she
always held the charity dear to
her heart.
Janet is sorely
missed by all within the charity
and those who knew her.

Janet Wright - In October 2016,
former Trustee, Janet Wright,
passed away after a long battle
with cancer. Janet was always
full of life and particularly
enjoyed
contacting
many
patients, sometimes just for a
‘natter’.
She was also
responsible for sending out
Birthday, Christmas, Get Well
and many other notes and cards
to patients – regrettably,
something we no longer have
time to do these days. Not being
able to drive was no excuse for
her not getting out on the road
for NARA and she’d often
accompany others delivering
equipment
or
visiting
communities.
Her favourite
pastime was playing bar skittles
at her local pub and she would
arrange fund-raising evenings

John Surtees, CBE – It is not
always the case that a charity
can boast a public figure as a
supporter of their charity, but
John Surtees, CBE, was such a
man. It was way back in 2004
that John allowed NARA to
celebrate his 40th Anniversary of
winning the Formula One World
Championship, to add to his

motor cycle World Crowns as a
charity fund-raising event. A
dinner, auction and the sale of a
full size model of the Ferrari he
won the 1964 Championship
with were all part of the
occasion, which realised over
£15,000. Sadly, just five years
later, John’s son Henry was
killed in a tragic accident at
Brands Hatch.
It was no
surprise his then charitable
attention was directed toward
the Henry Surtees Foundation.
from that day forward, although
he always fondly recalled that
evening in 2004 whenever we
met. Again, NARA and his many
friends miss the man who’ll be
forever remembered for winning
World Championships on two
wheels and four.

This year we
have been
saddened by
the loss of two
dear and
valued friends
of the charity.

would concur with the words of
Yoko Ono, former wife of John
Lennon, who once wrote, ‘When
people ask me what the most
important thing is in life, I
answer: Just breathe.'

‘When people
ask me what
the most
important
thing is in life, We’re so
I answer: Just grateful to
breathe.' Yoko Ono those who
fund us.
Summary
In closing, to summarise the
year, it has been much the same
as many previous with many
challenges along the way and
many
achievements
too.
Funding, by its nature, has
always been the first and
foremost responsibility – without
funds we cease to be effective,
or indeed exist and although a
slight downturn this year we
must always be thankful to those
who regularly give to us,
whether Grants or Trusts like
Sovereign Health, companies
like RS Components, the many
Rotary, Lions and Round Table
groups, like the Three Spires,
donations
from
Funeral
Directors where the charity has
been remembered, or simply
donations and fundraisers from
individuals. We’re so grateful to
those who fund us. It means we
can happily say YES!!, when
those with severe breathing
problems, the parents of tiny
babies clinging onto life, or those
in their final days call us for
assistance. One of the hardest
words for us to say is NO,
thankfully, it is only on rare
occasions when this happens.
NARA – The Breathing Charity
is looking forward to another
year when we can hopefully
continue to say YES – with
continued support, we will. To
conclude, I’m sure our patients

Waitrose

Rotary Club, Ely

Three Spires Round Table

DFA Law

RS Components
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